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HrGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT.

District: - Bongaigaon.

Present.. Smt I. Barman,
District Judge,
Bongaigaon.

Thursday, the 13,h day of July, 2018.

Title Suit No. 90 of 2011.

1. Sri Raja Ram Sarkar,
S/O Late Satyalal Sarkar,
Village - Chowraguri,
P.S. & Dist - Bongaigaon.

VERSUS

1. State of Assam
Represented by Deputy Commissioner,
Bongaigaon District, Bongaigaon.

2. The Additional Deputy Commissioner (R)
Competent Authority, NHAI, Bongaigaon,
C/O Office of the Deputy Commissioner,
Bongaigaon District, Bongaigaon.

3. The Circle Officer,

3 Bijni Revenue Circle,

){t' ,; - District - Chirnag, BTAD, Assam.\' *.r01o4. Sri Josen Sarkar_ 1gil1-4. Sri Jogen Sarkar
srct . ,^g$S Sri Naoon Serlzero$r*r,st ;:,ili,t'l;UllBoth Nos. 4 & 5 are the sons of Late Nabadr,vip Sarkar,

P.O. Goraimari, P.S. & Dist. Bongaigaon.

Plaintiff.

Defendants.

AND
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(2)

The Union of India
Represented by The Secretary to the Govt. of India,
Ministry of Road Transport & Highway, central secretariat,
Govt. of India, New Delhi
The National Highway Authority of India (NHAI)
Represented by the Chairman, Sector 10, G_S & G_6,
Dwarka, New Delhi.
Smt. Asta Bala Sarkar
WO Late Satyalal Sarkar
R/O Chowraguri, Goraimari
P.S. & Dist. Bongaigaon.
Sml Manju Rani Sarkar (Das)
D/O Late Satyalal Sarkar
WO Sri Hare Krishna Das
Village - No. 2 Chikajhora
(Near No. 2 Bishnupur)
P.S. Bijni, Dist. Chirang, BTAD.

This suit coming for final hearing on 5.6.18, 3.7.18.

(I) Given date or dates
in the presence of

2.

3.

4.

Mr. H. Das,

Smti C. Choudhury,

Sri P. Sarma,

\i
j \'" Mr. p.K. shah

Advocate for plaintiff.

Government Pleader for Defendant No. 1 to 3.

Advocate for Defendant No. 4 and 5.

Advocate for Proforma Defendant No. 1 and 2.

And having stood for consideration on this 13th day of

the Court delivered the following Judgment:

'1*t"*-

July, 2018
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1. This is a suit for right, title, interest and possession and for
recovery of compensation.

2. The facts leading to the plaintiff as emerged from the
narration made in the plaint is that:

The plaintiff's father Satyaral sarkar (since deceased)
purchased the land measuring 1B-0K-12L covered by Dag No. 860 and Annual
Patta No' 21 situated at village chowraguri Lot No. 5 under Bijni Revenue
circle from Nabadwip sarkar, the father of the defendant no. 4 & 5 in the year
1968 and got delivery of possession of the same. Thereafter during the lifetime
of satyalal Sarkar said rand was converted from ..Ekchona,, to ..Miyadi,, 

vide
order dated 16.06.1985 passed by the Defendant No. 3, circle officer in
conversion case No. 473184-Bs and record was accordingly corrected in the
records of right in the name of satyalal Sarkar as the pattadar of the land. since
then satyalal sarkar and after his death the present plaintiff is possessing the
land by paying land revenue regularly. Later on, the said land measuring 18-
0K-12L was divided into two separate dags under the same patta and
accordingly portion of land measuring 0B-4K-16L falls under the dag No. 860
which is situated on the northern side of NH 31 and the other portion of land
measuring 0B-0K-16L falls under Dag No. 864 which is situated on the
southern side of N.H. Way 31. out of the aforesaid land, 12 L as well as 4 L

.$ (except 1 L due to allusion and dillusion) are the suit land. Both the portion of
land had been possessed by the plaintiff peacefully. It is submitted that for
construction of N.H. Way (four lane), the defendants has acquisitioned and

'^' 1U0\lo'
gLrsts"-^i*aoS',+d"..rU*og'Jequisitioned the total plot of land covered by dag No. 864, patta No. 274 but

Sql" thp rlofondrnf NTn ? crnn+i^-^l +L^ ^^rr -r^r -r r r lzFrthe defendant No- 3 sanctioned the said plot of land as "Ekchona,, and issued

notice in the name of Nabadwip Sarkar, the deceased father of the defendant

] .'r

/{
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Nos' 4 & 5 instead of actual owner and possessor Satyalal sarkar or his heirs.
The plaintiff further submitted that knowing the said fact, the plaintiff on
30.12'2008 lodged a complaint before the defendant No. 1 i.e. the Deputy
commissioner, Bongaigaon praying for taking necessary regal action upon the
withdrawal of compensation amount arising out of land acquisition/requisition
for the construction of National Highway (Four lane) but the plaintiff received
no response' Thereafter the plaintiff again on 05.02.2011 prayed before the
defendant no' 1 for getting compensation benefit. In the meantime, the plaintiff
came to know that the defendant no. 4 received an amount of Rs. g6,000/_ onry
from the defendant no. 1 to 3 against acquisition of land measuring 12 Lechas
covered by Dag No' 864 of village chowraguri which is in fact owned by the
plaintiff as the sole legal heir of late satyalal sarkar. The plaintiff having no
other alternative, on 20.09 .201r has filed an application before the Additional
Deputy commissioner, Bongaigaon as the Public Information officer under the
provision of Right to Information Act, 2005 requesting him to furnish
information about the Lat Mandal's report for the acquired land for NH way
and also compensation amount actually paid on the said acquired land and to
whom the amount was paid etc. Accordingly, on 0g.11.2011 the defendant No.
2 i.e. the Additional Deputy commissioner (Revenue) Bongaigaon furnished
Mandal report and disbursement paper etc. from which, the plaintiff came to
know that on 20-og.2oL1 the concerned Lat Mandal of vilrage - chowraguri
had submitted a report in regard to the compensation of the schedule mentioned
acquired land i.e two portions of contiguous land measuring 3L and 12L out
1B-12L covered by Dag No. 864 and patta No. 274 situated at village

1' .,f 
- 1o&Bo, 

Chowraguri, Bijni Revenue circle wherein it was stated that land measuring 1

,r,$;"{;-"HT'::3,:::.X,:ilJHTTff 
I':,);,,';:;1.H::,.

plaintiff. It is also mentioned in the report thar in the year 1962 while the NH
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way was constructed through the land of Dag No. 371, the said land was
divided into 3 separate Dags, out of which, the main Dag remains on the NH
way land and the remaining 1 Bigha of land has been covered by Dag No.
37LlB60 on the Northern side and 12 Lecha of land has been covered by Dag
No' 3711864 on the southern side. It was also submitted in the report that the
land measuring 12 Lechas covered by Dag No. 3711864 on the southern side
has been recorded in the name of Sri Nabadwip sarkar as ,,Ekchona,, 

and there
is no land on the southern side in the name of the plaintiff. It is also contended
that though the concerned Lat Mandal in his report mentioned that land
measuring 12 Lechas covered by Dag No. 3711864 has been recorded as
'Ekchona' in the name of Nabadwip Sarkar, but in the certified copy of
Jamabandi as well as Revenue paying receipts, it was mentioned that the
pattadar was satyalal Sarkar. The plaintiff further submitted that after accepting
the report from the defendant no. 3 in favour of the defendant No. 4, the
certificate of transfer of land by defendant no.4 and Indemnity Bond executed
against payment of compensation by both the defendant Nos. 4 & 5 and the
affidavit of defendant No. 5 regarding his no objection in obtaining the
compensation money by defendant No. 4, the defendant No. 1 on 22.0g.20IL
issued a cheque amounting to Rs. 96,000/- only in favour of the defendant No.
4 as compensation. Later on, the plaintiff came to know that out of his 16

Lechas of the schedule mentioned land, 3 Lechas of land under Dag No. 864
has already been appropriated by the defendant No. 5 from the defendant No. 1V.

r{'J, \' to 3 on 21,-09-2008. Hence the plaintiff filed this suit praying for declaration

'{oro0}]that 
the plaintiff being the sole legal heir of deceased Satyalal sarkar have

Sfin*ote."" iight, title and interest, declaration that the defendant nos. 4 & 5 are not the

rightful owners and possessors of the acquired land as mentioned in the
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schedule, declaration that the plaintiff is entitled to the compensation amounts
for acquisition of lands measuring 2 Lechas and 12 Lechas and for recovery of
compensation amounts of Rs. 1,06,650/- only from the defendant nos. 4 & 5.

3' pursuant to summons, the defendant no. 1, 2 and 3 i.e. the
state of Assam and its officials in their joint written statement contended inter
alia that the plaintiff has no cause of action for the suit against the defendant
Nos. 1, 2 and 3, the suit is not maintainabre and the suit is barred by the
principles of estoppel, waiver and acquiescence. The answering defendants
submitted that the plot of rand covered by Dag No. g60 was a part of the totar
plot of land measuring 2B-0K-2L under Eksona patta No. 31 pertaining to Dag
No' 371 in the name of Nabadwip sarkar as per record of the year 1960 and the
National Highway was created during the year 1961-62. At the time of crearion
of the National Highway, initially a portion of land measuring 0B_4K_10L was
acquired by the Government from Nabadwip Sarkar out of his total plot of land
measuring 2B-0K-2L covered by Dag No. 371 leaving 1B_0K_12L. The said
land was acquired from the middle of the total land and as such, the National
Highway goes bifurcating the total land of Nabadwip sarkar in the Northern as

well as in the southern side of the National Highway. In the northern part of
National Highway, 1 Bigha of land remained covered by new Dag No. 860 and
in the southern part, the remaining 12 Lechas covered by new Dag No. 864 in
the year 1963. The answering defendants further submitted that the land in
question was recorded in the name of Satyalal Sarkar in the year Ig74 and not
in the year 1968 as stated in the plaint. So, Satyalal Sarkar has acquired his
right, if any, over the land under Dag No. 860 in the year rg74 only and not
prior to that. Moreover, there is no document available in the office of the

answering defendants to show that said Satyalal Sarkar purchased a plot of land

measuring 1B-0K-12L covered by Dag No. 860 as stared by the plaintiff. In
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this case, the plaintiff also failed to produce any document to show that his
father Late satyalal sarkar purchased the possession of 1B-0K-12L of land
under Dag No' 860 from Nabadwip sarkar the father of the defendant Nos. 4
& 5' In view of the above, the concerned Lat Mandal and the field staff
submitted the proposal for compensation of land to be paid to the plaintiff so
acquired out of the land under Dag No. 860 only and the plaintiff has already
received the compensation money against the acquisition of 7 Lechas of land
out of his total land under Dag No. 860 and the remaining land measuring 0B_
4K-13L under the said Dag is still in the name of the plaintiff,s father Satyalal
Sarkar' It is submitted that the land measuring 12 lechas as claimed by the
plaintiff as his own land is the land under Dag No. 864 and was an Eksona land
and the said 12L land was all along in the name of the original pattadar

Nabadwip sarkar till acquired by the Government. As such, the compensation

amount was disbursed by the Government to the legal heirs of the original
pattadar, i.e the defendant Nos. 4 & 5. It is submitted that after acquisition of
land measuring 4K-10L of Dag No. 371 out of 2B-0K-2L land, the remaining
land was divided into two parts and the northern part was recorded under Dag
No' 860 which was recorded in the name of Satyalal Sarkar during the year

L974 and the said land was converted to Miyadi Paua land in the year 1985. It
is submitted that out of oversight and due to clerical mistake, instead of 1

Bigha land, 1B-0K-12L of land was mentioned in the Jamabandi. Since this
error is an arithmetical error and clerical mistake, so the same being a curable

irregularity, was cured after having detected the same. It is also stated that the

plaintiff by paying land revenue for land measuring 1B-0K-12L, can not claim
right on the basis of wrong entry done by the officials of the Government

through oversight or clerical mistake. The answering defendants admitted that

after acquisition of the land measuring 0B-4K-10L, the remaining land

measuring 1B-0K-12L was divided into two parts and the separate dags were

created. The land measuring 1 Bigha falls under Dag No. 860, (not 4K-16L as
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alleged by the plaintiff) and the land measuring 12 Lechas falls under Dag No.
864, (not 16 Lechas as alleged). The answering defendants further submitted
that the defendants never requisitioned or acquisitioned the total plot of land
covered by Dag No. 864, patta No. 274. The land under Dag No. 864 was
never under Patta No. 274.In fact, the suit land was all along under Eksona
Patta in the name of Nabadwip sarkar till finally acquisitioned by the
Government for the widening of the National Highway. As such, the notice was
served by the defendant Government upon the legal heirs of the original
Pattadar Nabadwip Sarkar in respect of remaining Eksona land measuring 12
Lechas under Dag No. 864 located in the southern portion of the National
Highway. In this premise, the answering defendants prayed to dismiss the suit.

The defendant Nos. 4 & s by filing written statement

contended inter alia that there is no cause of action and the suit is not
maintainable. The defendant nos. 4 & 5 averred that the concerned authority
after due inquiry and hearing both parties, determined that the defendant nos. 4
& 5 are entitled to receive the awarded amount as per Section 3H(3) and

disbursed the amount in favour of the defendant nos. 4 & 5 and as such, the

plaintiff's suit is liable to be dismissed. It is further averred that as the plaintiff
claimed that the awarded amount was received by the defendant nos. 4 & S

from the defendant nos. 1, 2 and 3, hence, the plaintiff ought to have filed
Money Suit including right, title, interest over the subject matter of dispute

before the competent Civil Court of Law not under the provision of the

National Highway Act, 1956 and as such, plaintiff's suit is liable to be"u
), f dismissed. The answering defendants submitted that the plot of land under Dag
/'ih No. 860 was a part of the total plot of land measuring 2B-[K-2Lunder Eksona

'ffi:ffi HlT,ffi ',,T:::;;:H:T'-TJ,;;l:::,;':::ilTil::
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1961-62' At the time of creation of the Nationar Highway, a porrion of land
measuring 0B-4K-10L was acquired by the Government from their father,s land
out of his total plot of rand measuring 2B-0K-2L of Dag No. 371 reaving 18_
0K-12L' The said land was acquired from the middle of the total land and as
such' the National Highway goes bifurcating the total land of their father. so,
the remaining land of their father was divided into two parts. In the northern
part of Nationar Highway, 1 Bigha of land remained covered by new Dag No.
860 and in the southern part of the Nationar Highwa y, 12 Lechas remained
which was converted to a new Dag No. 864 in the year 1963. The answering
defendants further submitted that the land in question was recorded in the name
of satyalal Sarkar in the year 1974 and not in the year 1g68 as stated in the
plaint. so, Satyaral sarkar has acquired his right, if any, over the land under
Dag No' 860 in the year 7974 only and not prior to that. It is submitted that the
land measuring 12 lechas as claimed by the plaintiff as his own land is the land
under Dag No' 864 and was an Eksona land and the said 12L land was all along
in the name of the original pattadar Nabadwip Sarkar till acquired by the
Government' As such, the compensation amount for acquisition of the said land
measuring 12 Lechas was rightly disbursed by the Government to the legar
heirs of the original pattadar, the defendant Nos. 4 & s. It is further submitted
that after acquisition of land measuring 4K-10L of Dag No. 371 out of 2B_0K_
2L land, the remaining rand was divided into two parts and the northern part
was recorded under Dag No. 860 which was recorded in the name of Satyalal
sarkar during the year 1974 andlater on the said land was converted to Miyadi
Patta land in the year 1985. It is submitted that out of oversight and due to
clerical mistake, instead of 1 Bigha rand, 1B-0 K-r2Lof land was mentioned in
the Jamabandi' since this error is an arithmetical error and clerical mistake, so
after detection, the same was corrected. It is stated that by paying land revenue
for land measuring 1B-0K-12L, the plaintiff can not claim right on the basis of

t.tic,trict Judlc'
"naoa*t*tno'
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such wrong entry done by the officials of the Government through oversight or
clerical mistake' Hence, the answering defendants prayed for dismissal of the
suit.

5. Ithe proforma defendant No. 2 arso by filing written
statement pleaded th,at there is no cause of action, the suit is not maintainable
and the suit is barrerd by law of limitation, suit is bad u/s 3-C of National
Highways Act and that the suit is bad for non comprying the provision of
section B0(2) cPC. It is submitted that the land acquisition process was carried
out by the Additional Deputy commissioner (Revenue) who is competent
Authority for land acquisition. In this premise, the answering proforma
defendant prayed to rlismiss the suit. The written statement filed by proforma
defendant No. 2 was also accepted as written statement of proforma defendant
No. 1 as prayed for.

6. c)ther proforma defendants did not contest the case and

hence the case proceerded ex-parte against them.

7. u'pon the pleadings of the parties, the following issues are

formulated for adjudic:ation of the case :

1. Whether there is any couse of action for the suit ?

2- whether this court has jurisdiction to try the present suit ?

3. whether the suit is bod for non-joinder of necessary parties ?

4. Whether the alleged plot of lond wos converted from
"Ekchona" to "Miyodi" by the order of the Defendontr{o. 3 in
conversi'on cqse No. 47s/84-BS vide dated 16.06.1985 and

subsequently record has been corrected in the name of sri
sotyolal sarkar, s/o Lote Bihqrilol sorkor os the pottadar

of the lond ?

Iu0Bo'o[*;-:i;;'
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5' Whether the totor land of the praintiff covered by Dag
No. 864, potta No. 274 has been acquisitioned by the
Defendant No. 1 to 3 for construction of Notional
Highway?

6' whether the defendant No. 4 has received on omountof Rs.
96,000/- from the defendantrfos. I to 3 agoinst acquisitioned
Iand meosuring 12 Lechos covered by Dag No. 864 of virlage
chowraguri which in fact owned by the praintiff os the sole
legal heir of Lote Sotyalat Sarkar ?

7' whether the Defendant No. 1 to 3 have regary disbursed
the compensation omount to the Defendont No. 4& S ?

B. Whether the plaintiff is entitted to get any relief os

prayed for ?

The plaintiff in order to prove the case examined two
witnesses who was thoroughly cross-examined by the contesting defendants.
Contesting defendants examined none.

9' I have perused both orar and documentary evidence
adduced by the party and also heard the argument advanced by the learned
counsel of both sides. I have also meticulously gone through the entire case
record.

B.

10.,.$
i\

lf,.-.1$&8",

"il[*****'

My decision along with reasons on the issues framed for
adjudication is given below.
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11. Issue No.1

Plaintiff's case is that the State

disbursed the compensation amount to defendant I

acquisitioned land owned by his deceased father and

himself which is myadi patta land.

of Assam and its official

no.4 and S illegally for

I after death of father, by

on the other hand contesting defendants craimed that the
acquired land for which compensation amount was disbursed all along was
Eksona patta land owned by father of defendant no.4 and 5 and it was never
owned by plaintiff and as such compensation money was rightly disbursed to
the heirs of the owner of the land (defendant no. 4 and 5).

12.

13.

L4.

15.

cause of action means every facts which if traversed, it
would be necessary for the plaintiff to prove in order to support his right to
judgment of the court. It is a bundle of facts which taken with law applicable
to them given the plaintiff right to relief against the defendants.

In view of the above, the rivar contention of the parties
shows that there is cause of action for the suit.

Accordingly, this issue is decided in affirmative and in
favour of the plaintiff.

'l '\ 16. Issue No. 4:

|r$"];t'$' 
rhe plaintiff claimed that his father satyarar sarkar

gsS*'r purchased the land measuring 1B-0K-12L covered by Dag No. 860 of Annual
Patta No. 21 situated at Chowraguri Lot No. 5, under Bijni Revenue Circle
from Nabadwip Sarkar, the father of the defendant No. 4 & 5 in the year 1g68

"s
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and the said land in question was converted from Ekchona to Myadi as per
order dated 16.06.1985 passed by the circle officer, defendant No. 3 in
conversion case No. 473l84-BS. Ext.r. the copy of Jamabandi proved by the
plaintiff reflects that as per order dated 16.06.1985 in Conversion Case No.
473184-85, the land measuring 1B-l2L covered by annual patta No. 21 and dag

No' 860 was converted to Myadi Patta No. 274.Later on the land record was

corrected as land measuring 1 Bigha instead of 1 B 12 L which was recorded

wrongly due to clerical mistake.

on the other hand the preaded case of the contesting

defendants is that land measuring 2B-zL covered by Eksona patta No. 31, Dag
No. 371 was owned and possessed by Nabadwip Sarkar, the father of defendant

No. 4 and 5 out of which after acquisition of land measuring 4K-10L of dag

No. 371 in the year 1g61-62, the remaining land measuring r B L2 L was

divided into two parts. On acquisition of the said land, the National Highway
goes bifurcating the land of Nabadwip Sarkar. After acquisition, in the

Northern part of the Highway, 1 Bigha of land remained by creating new dag

No. 860 and in the Southern part 12 L remained under new dag no. 864 in the
year 1963. The said one bigha of land under dag no. 860 was recorded in the

name of Satyalal Sarkar the father of the plaintiff in the year Ig74 not in the

year 1968 as alleged in the plaint.

17.

1"8.$
'],, \

:tt*t*

Ext 1 the Jamabandi proved by the plaintiff reflects that

Iand measuring lB 12 L land covered by dag no. 860, Aksona patta no.21 was

converted to Myadi patta vide order dated 16.6.1985. So the plaintiff ,s land

was covered by Aksona patta no.21 whereas the acquisitioned land of

Nabadwip Sarkar was covered by Eksona patta no.31.

Contd.....
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Defendant no.1 to 3 the state of Assam and its officiar in
written statement admitted that due to clerical mistake instead of 1 bigha, 1 B
12 L was mentioned in the Jamabandi and as it is a curable irregularity, hence it
is later on corrected. Whatever the land, but it is apparent that land in dag no.
860 was recorded in the name of satya lal sarkar not for any land of dag
no'864' But the suit land as claimed by the plaintiff his right, title is covered by
patta no.274 and dag no.B64. But no any document is proved by the praintiff
regarding his ownership in dag no. 864.

19.

20.

*"

The land revenue receipts Ext 3 to 1g shows that Satya lal
Sarkar paid land revenue for land measuring 1B 12 L for patta no. 274 without
mentioning any dag number. It is also well settled that by paying land revenue

does not confer right. The copy of Chitha filed by the plaintiff also shows that
land measuring 1 Bigha covered by dag no. 371/860 of periodic patta no.274
stands in the name of Satyalal Sarkar and land measuring 12 L covered by dag

no. 3711864 of Eksona paua stands in the name of Nabadwip sarkar. As per

Mandal's report also on acquisition of land in the year 1962, the original dag

no. 37L remains with acquired land by National Highway and out of the

remaining land 1 Bigha stands in the Northern side covered by dag no. 37I/g60
and 12 L stands in the Southern side of the Highway covered by dag no.

37L1864. The 1 Bigha of land which stands in the Northern side of the

Highway stands in the name of Satyalar sarkar in the year rg74 which

converted to myadi patta in the year 1985 and for the land measuring 12 L
which stands in the Southern side, new dag no. 864 was created. As per report

of the Lat Mandal, said 12 L of land in the Southern side was remained in the

name of Nabadwip Sarkar as Eksona which is covered by dag no. 864.

Thus it reveals that the alleged plot of land covered

Contd....
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by dag no' 864 was never recorded in the name of the ptaintiff and the land
which was converted to myadi patta in the name of Satyaral Sarkar in
conversion case no. 473/84-Bs was covered by dag no. 860 not 864.

Accordingly this issue is decided against the plaintiff.

22. Issue No. 5:

Plaintiff's claim is that his father satyalal sarkar purchased
the land measuring 1B-0K-12L covered by Dag No. 860 of annual patta No.
21from Nabadwip sarkar, the father of defendant No. 4 & s in the year 196g
which land was converted to Myadi vide order dated 16.06.1g8S in conversion
case No. 473184-Bs passed by the defendant No. 3 the Circle officer and

record has been accordingly conected in the name of Satyalal Sarkar. Since

then he is paying land revenue regularly for the said land measuring 1 B 12 L.
Plaintiff also pleaded that later on the said land was divided into 2 dags under
the same patta - one dag No. 860 for land measuring 0B-4K-16L situated in the
Northern side of NH 31 and the other under Dag No. 864 for land measuring

16L situated in Southern side of N.H. 31. He also stated that for construction of
National Highway, the defendants acquired the total plot of land covered by
dag No. 864 of Patta No. 274 except 1 Lecha (due to allusion and dillusion) but

the defendant No. 3 sanctioned the said land as Eksona and notice was issued

to Nabadwip Sarkar for receiving compensation.

23. on the other hand, the defendants' case is that the land in

., guestion which was a plot of the total land measuring 2B-2L under Eksona+
.\ Patta No. 31 pertaining to dag No. 371 stands in the name of Nabadwip Sarkar,

"$ the deceased father of defendant No. 4 & 5. Their contention is that ar the time

,)isrncr 
lu0tpof construction of National Highway during the year [g6!-6:-,land measuring

'tu*u"ooax-tot was acquired by Govt. from Nabadwip Sarkar out of his 2B-2Lof dag

No. 371 leaving 1B-L2L in his name. The land was acquired from the middle of
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the total land and accordingly N.H. was created by bifurcating the total land of
Nabadwip sarkar and his remaining land was divided into two parts - in the
Northern part of N.H. 1 Bigha remained which was covered by new dag No.
860 and in the Southern part, the remaining 12L was converted to new dag No.
864 in the year 1963.

24- In this case, the alreged suit rand is two portions of
contiguous land measuring 3 L and 12 L out of 1 B 0 K 12 L covered by dag
no' 864 and patta no.274 situated at village Chowraguri. The plaintiff claimed
that his father purchased 1B-12L land which includes the suit land from
Nabadwip sarkar, the father of defendant No. 4 & 5 in the year 1g68. But the
plaintiff failed to prove any purchased deed and during cross he (pw 1)

admitted that the suit land measuring 15L was acquisitioned for construction of
National Highway in the year 1961-62. Thus it is clear that land was
acquisitioned prior to purchasing the land by the plaintiff's father. He also

admitted that he has no knowledge if 4K-10L out of 2B-2Lwas acquisitioned

in the year 196L-62 when it was owned by Nabadwip Sarkar. pW 2 Ajit Sarkar

the neighbour of the plaintiff also admitted during cross that the land of
Nabadwip Sarkar was acquisitioned for construction of National Highway out
of his 2B-2L of land. So, if admittedly plaintiff's father purchased the land in
the year 1968, how his land was acquisitioned in rhe year 1961-62 which is
prior to his purchase.

25. As per evidence of the plaintiff the purchased land
measuring L B 12 L of the plaintiff's father was converted to Myadi vide order

dtd. 16.06.1985 in Conversion Case No. 473184-85 and larer on said land was

divided into two dags i.e. land measuring 4K-16L falls in dag No. 860 situated

in Northern side of the N.H. and remaining 16L falls in dag no. 864 situated in
southern side of National Highway. Both plots of land covered by patta No.

Contd......
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274.Brtl no document is proved regarding purchasing land measuring 1 B 12

L. As per Mandal's report there is no land in the name of the plaintiff in the

Southern side of the road in dag no. 864 which was acquired for construction of
National Highway. In issue no.4, it is already discussed that the land 04 K 10 L
which was acquisitioned by National Highway in the year 1g61-62 was

covered by original dag no. 371 and for the remaining land two new dags was

created in the Northern side for 1 B land covered by dag no. 860 and the

Northern side for land 12 L was covered by dag no. 864. The Mandal,s reporr

clearly shows that for second time the land which was acquisitioned is covered

by dag no. 864 of Eksona patta and no myadi patta land was acquired whatever

patta no. 274 or other. Thus it reveals that plaintiff failed to prove that he

owned land in dag no. 864 of patta no. 274 and as such acquiring land of the

plaintiff in dag no. 864 does not arise.

Accordingly the issue is also decided against the plaintiff.

26. Issue no.6 and 7

In issue no. 5 it is already discussed that the land

measuring 12 L covered by dag no. 864 of Eksona patta stands in the name of

Nabadwip Sarkar the father of the defendant no. 4 and 5 which is in the

Southern side of the National Highway and there is no land in that dag in the

name of Satyalal Sarkar, the father of the plaintiff. On acquisition of the land,

after perusal of the Lat Mandal report, finding that the acquired land covered

by dag no. 864 in the name of Nabadwip sarkar, compensation money was paid

to the plaintiff against acquisition.

27. From the pleading of the parties, it reveals that for the

National Highway, land measuring 4 K 10 L was acquisitioned in the year

L96L-62 in dag no. 371 on which the National Highway goes bifurcating the

total land of Nabadwip Sarkar in the Northern side as well in Northern side. In

the Northern side the land measuring 1 B was converted to new dag no. 860

Contd.. ...
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and the land 12 L remains in southern side covered by new dag no. 864. As
per pleading of State of Assam and its official i.e defendant no. 1 to 3, plaintiff
already received compensation amount for 7 L of land out of his total land in
dag no. 860 and there is no land in dag no. 864 in the name of plaintiff which
clearly reflects in Mandal's report. Plaintiff failed to prove any document that
he owned land in dag no. 864. Plaintiff's document also indicates that he

owned land in dag no. 860 whereas land was acquisitioned from dag no. 864
which stands in the name of Nabadwip Sarkar and after going through the
relevant documents and Mandal's report, notice was issued to the heirs of
Nabadwip Sarkar i.e defendant no. 4 and s for receiving compensation.

Accordingly on authorizing by defendant no.5 Nagen

Sarkar to his brother defendant no. 4 Jogen Sarkar for withdrawal of the total

compensation amount of Rs. 96,000/-, the compensation was paid to the

defendant no.4, for the land owned by defendant no. 4 and 5 which they
already received. The land for which compensation was paid was not owned

by the plaintiff.

Accordingly both the issues no. 6 and 7 are decided

against the plaintiff.

29. Issue no.2

The learned counsels of defendant No. L to 5 vehemently

argued that this Court has no jurisdiction to try the suit as per section 3H(a) of
the National Highway.

+
iJ "\ 30. In this respect let me reproduce the relevant provisions of
,,
i \" Iaw. Section 18 of the Land Acquisition Act states as follows :

';$:llH;awardedmoney,r,;.fl ,T;,il:T,iT:ffi:Jii.H#HT'i:i.:"

28.
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be referred by the collector for the determination of the court, whether his
objection be to the measurement of the land, the amount of the compensation,
the persons to whom it is payable, or the apportionment of the compensation
among the persons interested.

(2) The applicant shall state the grounds on which
objection to the award is taken ;

Provided that every such applicant shall be made:

(a) if the person making it was present or represented
before the collector at the time when he made his award, withing six weeks
from the date of the collector,s award :

(b) in other cases, within six weeks of the receipt of the
notice from the collector under section 12, sub section (2), or within six
months from the date of the collector's award, whichever period shall first
expire.

31' 3H of Nationar Highway Act states as folrows :

3.H Deposit qnd payment of amount _ (1) The amount
determined under section 3 G shall be deposited by the central Government
in such manner qs may be laid down by rules made in this behalf by that
Government, with the competent authority before taking possession of the
land.

(2) As soon os may be after the qmount hos been
depositeil under sub-section (1), the competent authority shall on behalf of
the Central Government pay the amount to the person or persons entitled
thereto.

i'b
J , .X @) Where several persons claim to be interested in the
/f"rlu0B4mount ileposited under sub-section (1), the competent authority shall

o;fiiitr""Wetermine the persons who in its opinion qre entitled to receive the omount
payable to each to them.
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(4) If any dispute arises os to the apportionment of the
amount or any port thereof or to ony person to whom the same or any part
thereof is payabre the compercnt authority shatt refer the dispute to the
decision of the principal civil court of original jurisdiction withing the limis
of whose jurisdiction the land is situated.

32' so section 3 H(4) of the National Highway states that any
if any dispute arises as to the apportionment of the amount or any part thereof
or to any person to whom the same or any part thereof is payable, the
competent authority shall refer the dispute to the decision of the principal civil
court' But in this case, the dispute was not referred and this court is barred
from deciding the case without being referred.

33' In view of the above discussion, I am of the considered
view rhat this court has no jurisdiction to try the suit and the suit is not
maintainable.

Accordingly the issue no.2 is decided againsr the praintiff.

34. Issue no.3

Though the defendant no.4 and 5 took the prea that the suit
is bad for non ioinder of three sisters of the plaintiff but when this court has no
jurisdiction to try the suit, I am not going to discuss further on this issue.
Moreover the learned counsel of defendant also not pressed the issue during

t; argument.
l$,;, \

' l-*o luoB95. Issue no. B

i*uO't*o' In view of the decision of the foregoing issues the plaintiff
. is not entitled to any decree.
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ORDER
In the result, the suit is dismissed on contest. The parties

Prepare the decree accordingly.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Courr on

,\V
/- \"/ \b'

( I.Brman )
District Judge,
BonqggbmfiudgsJ

Bssgrigrou'

are to bear their own cost.

the 73'h day of July, 2018.

Dictoted ond corrected by me,

l \'\*l r')
( I.Barmon )o;:o:;Wuo*'
-:!@gton'
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APPENDIX
Plointiff\ witness
PW 1 - Rojo Rom Sarkar.
PW2-AjitSarkar.

Plointiffb Exhibits
yt 1- Certified copy of Jamabandi dated 13.5.87.
Ext 2 - Conversion cose no. 473/83_84
Ext 3 to Ext 1g - Lond revenue paying receipts.
Ext 20- Letter to Deputy commisiioner, Bongoigaon doted 5.2.2011,Ext 21 - Applicotion under RTI doted SO.S.ZLfil
Ext 22 - Receipt for apptication under RTL
Ext 23- Application doted g.11-2011to Addt D.c (Revenue).
Ext 24 - Misc. cose no. 40/2002_03.
Ext 25 - Letter from DC b Addl D.c(Revenue) vide memo no.BLA-6/2011/342

dated 20.9.13.

Defendonts'witness
I\ii1.

Defendonts' Exhibit
Nr1
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